Study of acupuncture for low back pain in recent 20 years: a bibliometric analysis via CiteSpace
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Background: Acupuncture has been applied to relieve low back pain (LBP) in many countries. However, a bibliometric analysis of the global use of acupuncture for LBP is rare.

Objective: The aim of this study was to demonstrate the state of the art and trends concerning the global use of acupuncture for LBP in recent 20 years.

Methods: Literature relating to acupuncture for LBP from 1997 to 2016 was retrieved from Web of Science. CiteSpace was used to analyze country/institution, cited journals, authors/cited authors, cited references, and keywords. An analysis of counts and centrality was used to reveal publication outputs, countries/institutions, core journals, active authors, foundation references, hot topics, and frontiers.

Results: A total of 958 references were obtained, and the total number of publications continually increased over the investigated period. Journal articles (662) were the most frequently occurring document type. The most productive country and institution in this field was the USA (342) and Harvard University (47), respectively. The *Altern Complement Med* (69) was the most productive journal, and *Pain* (636) was the most cited journal, which reflected the nature of the research. The Haake’s (2007) article (cocitation counts: 130) and the Cherkin’s (2001) article (centrality: 0.59) were the most representative and symbolic references, with the highest cocitation number and centrality, respectively. Cherkin was the most influential author, with the highest number of publications of 25 and a cocitation number of 226. The four hot topics in acupuncture for LBP were research method, evaluation, economy, and comprehensive therapy. The three frontier topics were intervention, test reliability, and prevalence.

Conclusion: This study provides an insight into acupuncture for LBP and valuable information for acupuncture researchers to identify new perspectives on potential collaborators and cooperative institutions, hot topics, and research frontiers.
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Background

Low back pain (LBP) is a common and major problem, with a high prevalence among females and the elderly.1 The prevalence among workers was found to have reached 25.7% in the USA.2 Nonspecific LBP is one of the main problems contributing to the disease burden worldwide.3 Acute LBP persists for <4 weeks, chronic LBP persists for >12 weeks, and subacute LBP is another subtype. LBP not only affects daily activities and the quality of life but also increases health care expenditure. In 1998, the total health care expenditure in the USA incurred as a result of back pain reached 90.7 billion dollars, and from 1997 to 2005, health care costs associated with spine-related disease (including back pain) increased substantially.4,5
Acupuncture for LBP is still a topic under investigation. An evaluation from the Mayo Clinic indicated that complementary approaches, including acupuncture, are used to manage back pain. A survey reported that 24% of UK physiotherapists would like to manage pregnancy-related LBP using acupuncture. A multicenter randomized controlled clinical trial suggested that motion style acupuncture could relieve pain immediately and had positive effects on functional recovery. Another study suggested that the mechanism of acupuncture in chronic LBP might be modulation of the default mode network.

Bibliometrics is a statistical analysis and quantitative tool to study publications. Bibliometric methods have been applied in many research fields to evaluate patterns in countries, institutions, journals, authors, and keywords associated with specific publication types. Han et al and More et al performed a global bibliometric analysis from 1991 to 2009 and from 2000 to 2014 based on the Web of Science database to evaluate the development trends and future research direction of acupuncture. However, a specific bibliometric analysis of the global use of acupuncture for LBP has not yet been performed. CiteSpace software was invented in early 2004 by Professor Chaomei Chen. It is characterized by cooccurrence network maps of authors, keywords, institutions, countries, and subject categories and cocitation networks of cited authors, cited references, and cited journals.

In this study, to analyze the research situation and trends concerning the global use of acupuncture for LBP within the past 20 years, CiteSpace was applied to make a bibliometric analysis of related references derived from Science Citation Index-Expanded (SCI-E) of the Web of Science database from 1997 to 2016.

**Methods**

**Data acquisition**

Data retrieval strategy: topic: (low back pain) AND topic: (acupuncture) index = SCI-EXPANDED time span =1997–2016 (retrieved date November 28, 2016). No document type, language, or data category was restricted. A total of 958 references were obtained.

**Analysis tool**

CiteSpace was used to perform a bibliometric analysis. Visualization knowledge maps consist of nodes and links. Different nodes in a map represent elements such as a cited reference, institution, author, and country, and links between nodes represent relationships of collaboration/cooccurrence or cocitations. The color of nodes and lines represents different years. The purple round represents centrality. Nodes with high centrality are usually regarded as turning points or pivotal points in a field.

The parameters of CiteSpace were as follows: time slicing (1997–2016), years per slice (1), term source (all selection), node type (choose one at a time), selection criteria (30), pruning (pathfinder), and visualization (cluster view-static, show merged network).

**Results and discussion**

**Analysis of publication outputs**

The total number of publications increased over the studied period but with some fluctuations. As shown in Figure 1, the studied period could be divided into the following three stages: the first stage ran from 1997 to 2001, the second stage ran from 2002 to 2010, and the third stage ran from 2011 to 2016. The period from 2002 to 2010 was a rapid development period, and the publication outputs were 16 references in 2002, rising to 86 references in 2010. The growth rate of the publication outputs decreased from 2011 to 2012, and it did not recover until 2013. However, the total number of publications was higher in the third stage (464 references) compared with the other stages (71 and 423 in the first and second stages, respectively). These results indicate that acupuncture, as a complementary and alternative treatment method for LBP, is receiving increased attention and more acupuncture research is being performed.

![Figure 1 The number of acupuncture for LBP publications indexed by SCI-E from 1997 to 2016.](https://www.dovepress.com/for-personal-use-only.png)
Analysis of document type

There were eight document types identified in a total of 958 references. Journal articles (662) are the most frequently used document type, accounting for 69.10% of the total references. They are followed by reviews (202, 21.09%) and editorial material (38, 3.97%; Table 1). The most cited article was “Survey of chronic pain in Europe: prevalence, impact on daily life, and treatment”. In that article, Breivik reported that two-thirds of respondents who suffered from chronic pain (including LBP) used alternative treatments, such as acupuncture (13%).19 The most cited review was “Diagnosis and treatment of low back pain: a joint clinical practice guideline from the American College of Physicians and the American Pain Society” in 2007, which made a weak recommendation of acupuncture for chronic or subacute LBP.20 “A clinical practice guideline from the American College of Physicians” recommends that for patients with LBP, clinicians and patients should initially select nonpharmacological treatments, such as exercise, multidisciplinary rehabilitation, acupuncture, and mindfulness-based stress reduction (moderate-quality evidence).21

Analysis of country and institution

Generating a country map using CiteSpace resulted in 47 nodes and 43 links (Figure 2). The 958 references were published by research groups in 47 countries. The top five countries were the USA, England, Germany, People’s Republic of China, and South Korea (Table 2). The top five countries in terms of centrality (purple round) were Canada (0.49), Finland (0.45), Brazil (0.36), Norway (0.34), and Israel (0.34). An analysis in terms of publication and centrality indicated that the USA, England, and Canada were the main research powers in acupuncture for LBP research, and the strongest collaborations were identified between Canada, Japan, Australia, China, Brazil, and the Netherlands.

Generating an institution map using CiteSpace resulted in 335 nodes and 347 links (Figure 3). The 958 publications were distributed among 335 research institutions. The top five institutions were Harvard University, University of Maryland, Korea Institute of Oriental Medicine, University of York, and Kyung Hee University (Table 2). The top five institutions in terms of centrality were University of Maryland (0.15), Group Health Cooperative Puget Sound (0.15), University of Washington (0.08), Acupuncture Res Grp (0.08), and University of York (0.06). Analysis in terms of publication and centrality indicated that the main research institutions were Harvard University (USA) and University of Maryland (USA), and the strongest collaborations were identified between University of Maryland, McMaster University, Group Health Cooperative Puget Sound, and Charite University Medical Center.

Analysis of journals and cocited journals

“Core journals” are important journals with high publication and cocitation counts. Knowledge maps can provide information of professional journals in a field.

Table 3 shows the top 10 scholarly journals that published articles related to acupuncture for LBP. They are professional journals...
Table 2 Top 10 prolific countries and institutions researching acupuncture for LBP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Korea Institute of Oriental Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>University of York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Kyung Hee University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>University of Exeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Pusan National University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>University of North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>University of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>University of Southampton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *The data has been taken from the publication year to retrieved date (November 26, 2016).

Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.

Figure 3 Map of institutions researching acupuncture for LBP from 1997 to 2016.

Abbreviations: LBP, low back pain; Univ, university; Korea Inst Oriental Med, Korea Institute of Oriental Medicine.

journals in this field. Among them, the average impact factor (IF) is 2.751. However, there were some articles that were highly cited, such as an article in *J Altern Compl Med* that was cited 90 times, and reported a nationally representative cross-sectional survey of acupuncture use in the USA. Among recent users, the most typical treatment regimen was 2–4 treatments (34.5%), with musculoskeletal complaints being the most frequently reported condition, followed by back pain (34.0%). In addition, there were a few articles published in high-IF journals such as the *Brit Med J* (IF = 17.215) and the *Ann Int Med* (IF = 16.593). For example, Ratcliffe *J* performed a cost-effectiveness analysis to evaluate acupuncture in the
management of persistent nonspecific LBP. Acupuncture care for LBP had a >90% chance of being cost-effective at a £20,000 cost per threshold, and it seems to be cost-effective in the longer term.23,24 The quartile category was commonly 1 and 2. There were five journals (ranks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7) belonging to the Integrative & Complementary Medicine category.

Generating a cocitation journal map using CiteSpace resulted in 115 nodes and 160 links (Figure 4). From Table 4 and Figure 4, the top five cocited journals were *Pain*, *Spine*, *Brit Med J*, *Ann Intern Med*, and *J Altern Complement Med*, and the top five in terms of centrality were *J Roy Soc Med*, *J Clin Epidemiol*, *Pain*, *Complement Ther Med*, and

### Table 3 Top 10 scholarly journals related to acupuncture for LBP research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td><em>J Altern Compl Med</em></td>
<td>1.395 (2)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td><em>Spine</em></td>
<td>2.439 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td><em>Evid-Based Compl Alt</em></td>
<td>1.931 (2)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td><em>BMC Compl Altern M</em></td>
<td>1.987 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td><em>Acupunct Med</em></td>
<td>1.592 (2)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td><em>Cochrane Db Syst Rev</em></td>
<td>6.103 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td><em>Complement Ther Med</em></td>
<td>1.935 (1)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td><em>Clin J of Pain</em></td>
<td>2.712 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td><em>Pain</em></td>
<td>5.557 (1)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td><em>Trials</em></td>
<td>1.859 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** IF and Q in category according to Journal Citation Reports (2015).

**Abbreviations:** IF, impact factor; LBP, low back pain; Q, quartile.
Med J Australia. In an analysis of publication and cocitation counts and centrality, the journal *Pain* was identified as the core journal in acupuncture for the LBP research field, and its published articles reflect the fundamentals of the research field.

**Analysis of author and cocited author**

Knowledge maps can provide information on influential research groups and potential collaborators and can help researchers to establish collaborations.

Generating a coauthor map using CiteSpace resulted in 428 nodes and 600 links (Figure 5). The 958 publications were published by 428 research authors. Table 5 shows the top 10 authors who have published articles related to acupuncture for LBP. They are active and professional authors in this field. MacPherson is based at the University of York (England), and studies acupuncture for LBP in terms of traditional diagnosis and treatment, cost-effectiveness analysis, the effect of treatment course, and the willingness of patients to try the treatment. One of his studies deals with the treatment reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Cocitation counts</th>
<th>Cited journal</th>
<th>Centrality</th>
<th>Cocited journal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>636</td>
<td><em>Pain</em></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td><em>J Roy Soc Med</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>556</td>
<td><em>Spine</em></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td><em>J Clin Epidemiol</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>504</td>
<td><em>Brit Med J</em></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td><em>Pain</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>424</td>
<td><em>Ann Intern Med</em></td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td><em>Complement Ther Med</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>416</td>
<td><em>J Altern Compl Med</em></td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td><em>Med J Australia</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The data has been taken from the publication year to retrieved date (November 26, 2016).

**Abbreviation:** LBP, low back pain.
of patients in an LBP trial and showed that relaxation was commonly reported (84%, n=112), which was significantly associated with willingness to try acupuncture again.\textsuperscript{23,25–28} There were some collaborations between Cherkin, Sherman, Kaptchuk, Lao, and Berman and between Witt, Berman, Ludtke, Willich, and Jena. However, the centrality for such collaborations was 0, suggesting that collaboration between research authors is not yet sufficient.

Generating an author cocitation map resulted in 178 nodes and 285 links (Figure 6). From Table 6 and Figure 6, the top five cocited authors were Cherkin, Ernst, Furlan, Linde, and Brinkhaus and the top five authors in terms of centrality were Linde, Ernst, Han, Fox, and Fisher. An analysis in terms of cocitation counts and centrality revealed that Cherkin, Ernst, and Linde were “core strength” researchers and their research had an important influence on the field. Cherkin is based at the University of Washington (USA) and studies acupuncture for LBP in terms of efficacy for chronic LBP, the association of patient expectations and treatment effects, comparison between acupuncture and usual care and simulated acupuncture, the diagnosis and treatment by acupuncturists, and comparisons between acupuncture, therapeutic massage,

![Figure 6](image_url)Author cocitation map related to acupuncture for LBP research from 1997 to 2016.

**Abbreviation:** LBP, low back pain.

**Table 5 Top 10 active authors in acupuncture for LBP research\textsuperscript{a}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>MacPherson</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Sherman</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Kaptchuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Witt</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Linde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Cherkin</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Lao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ernst</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Shin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** The data has been taken from the publication year to retrieved date (November 26, 2016).

**Abbreviation:** LBP, low back pain.
and self-care education. For example, one of his studies examined Traditional Chinese Medical (TCM) diagnoses and treatments for patients with chronic LBP and revealed that diversity in LBP makes it challenging to select a single treatment that has wide applicability. The study recommended that researchers attempt to develop a treatment that is considered credible by expert acupuncturists and has broad applicability to common clinical practice.\textsuperscript{29,33} Ernst is based at the University of Exeter (England) and studies acupuncture for LBP in terms of meta-analysis, critical analysis, and expert opinions.\textsuperscript{24,34,35} Linde is based at the Technical University of Munich (Germany) and studies acupuncture for LBP in terms of meta-analysis, the impact of patient expectations, and clinical and economic effectiveness.\textsuperscript{36–39}

### Analysis of cocited references

Generating a cited reference cocitation map resulted in 324 nodes and 555 links (Figure 7). An analysis in terms of cocitation counts and centrality (Tables 7 and 8 and Figure 7) revealed that the data on this topic over the past 20 years are generally in the form of 1) randomized trials, 2) comparisons with usual care, massage, sham acupuncture, or education,

### Table 6 Top five cocited authors in acupuncture for LBP research in terms of cocitations and centrality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Cocitation counts</th>
<th>Cited author</th>
<th>Centrality</th>
<th>Cited author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>Cherkin</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>Linde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>Ernst</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>Ernst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Furlan</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Linde</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>Brinkhaus</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>Fisher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \textsuperscript{a}The data has been taken from the publication year to retrieved date (November 26, 2016).

Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.
Table 7 Top five cocited references related to acupuncture for LBP research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Citation counts</th>
<th>Cited reference</th>
<th>Representative author (publication year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>German acupuncture trials (GERAC) for chronic low back pain – randomized, multiscenter, blinded, parallel-group trial with 3 groups</td>
<td>Haake (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Acupuncture in patients with chronic low back pain – a randomized controlled trial</td>
<td>Brinkhaus (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>A randomized trial comparing acupuncture, simulated acupuncture, and usual care for chronic low back pain</td>
<td>Cherkin (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Meta-analysis: acupuncture for low back pain</td>
<td>Manheimer (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Pragmatic randomized trial evaluating the clinical and economic effectiveness of acupuncture for chronic low back pain</td>
<td>Witt (2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *The data has been taken from the publication year to retrieved date (November 26, 2016).
Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.

Table 8 Top five cocited references in acupuncture for LBP research in terms of centrality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Centrality</th>
<th>Cited reference</th>
<th>Representative author (publication year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>Randomized trial comparing traditional Chinese medical acupuncture, therapeutic massage, and self-care education for chronic low back pain</td>
<td>Cherkin (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Components of placebo effect: randomised controlled trial in patients with irritable bowel syndrome</td>
<td>Kaptchuk (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>Lessons from a trial of acupuncture and massage for low back pain – patient expectations and treatment effects</td>
<td>Kalauokalani (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>Expectancy and belief modulate the neuronal substrates of pain treated by acupuncture</td>
<td>Pariente (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>Randomised trial of acupuncture compared with conventional massage and “sham” laser acupuncture for treatment of chronic neck pain</td>
<td>Irnich (2001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *The data has been taken from the publication year to retrieved date (November 26, 2016).
Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.

3) meta-analyses, 4) assessments of economic effectiveness, and 5) investigating placebo effects, including patient expectations and beliefs.

Analysis of keyword cooccurrence and burst keywords

Over time, a knowledge map of keyword cooccurrence could reflect hot topics, and burst keywords (keywords that are cited frequently over a period of time) could indicate frontier topics.

Generating a keyword cooccurrence map resulted in 165 nodes and 309 links (Figure 8). An analysis in terms of cooccurrence frequency and centrality (Table 9 and Figure 8) revealed that the hot keywords were randomized controlled trial, clinical trial, therapy, meta-analysis, alternative medicine, efficacy, placebo, follow-up, electroacupuncture, massage, quality, double blind, cost, and neck pain. There were four hot topics:

1. Research method: randomized controlled clinical trials are the most common and effective research method to prove the efficacy of acupuncture for LBP. However, it is not easy to enforce double blinding for both the acupuncturist and the subject. Many sham acupuncture methods are very controversial, and some research suggests that acupuncture might be effective because of the placebo effect (such as expectancy and belief). 30,40,41

2. Evaluation: meta-analyses can evaluate the effectiveness of acupuncture in terms of effects on the quality of life, spinal flexion, pain intensity, and follow-up, when compared with no treatment or other treatments (usual care, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, muscle relaxants, analgesics, and sham acupuncture) in patients with LBP. However, the results are usually limited because of the low methodological quality of the studies or heterogeneity in the study characteristics. 24,42,43 In addition, back pain can encompass neck pain and LBP, and while alternative medicines including acupuncture are commonly used to relieve back pain, some systematic reviews and meta-analyses are used to evaluate acupuncture for the treatment of neck pain or LBP. 44,45

3. Economy: cost-effectiveness is an important criterion underpinning health care decisions. Acupuncture as...
an alternative medicine has been increasingly used in patients with LBP and is expected to reduce costs.23,46–48

4. Comprehensive therapy: many alternative medical therapies, including massage, are combined with acupuncture to improve pain relief effects or as a control group to compare their effectiveness.30,33

So-called “burst words” represent words that are cited frequently over a period of time. CiteSpace was used to detect burst keywords, which are considered to be indicators of research frontier topics over time. As shown in Figure 9, three frontiers in acupuncture for LBP were as follows:

1. Intervention: to compare acupuncture with other treatments as an intervention for LBP, in terms of disability improvement using controlled clinical trials.

2. Test reliability: to evaluate a questionnaire or scale to assess individuals' expectations.49,50

3. Prevalence: to estimate the prevalence of types of complementary and integrative health care, including acupuncture, for LBP patients.51

Figure 8 A keyword cooccurrence map of acupuncture for LBP from 1997 to 2016. Abbreviation: LBP, low back pain.
Conclusion

From the current bibliometric analysis of acupuncture for LBP publications over the previous 20 years, it was found that related publications increased at a rapid rate. In accordance with clinical practice guidelines from the USA, acupuncture for LBP was weak recommended in 2007, but moderate-quality evidence was reported in 2017, which revealed that acupuncture has been commonly used to relieve LBP disability. The USA, England, and Canada, with a high publication rate and centrality, were demonstrated to be the main research powers in this field, and all are developed countries, revealing that acupuncture as a complementary and alternative medicine is becoming more accepted by researchers. The strongest collaborations were identified between many developed countries and famous institutions, revealing that acupuncture as a complementary and alternative medicine is becoming more accepted by researchers. The strongest collaborations were identified between many developed countries and famous institutions, which are beneficial to the development of acupuncture for LBP. Although the average IF of the related journals is <3, some articles still received a large number of citations. A cross-sectional survey found that among patients who recently used acupuncture for pain relief, many suffered from LBP. Active authors from different countries and institutions have attempted to estimate and evaluate the effectiveness of acupuncture for LBP. To achieve this, they have performed randomized trials to compare acupuncture with usual care, massage, sham acupuncture, or education. Other research has involved meta-analyses and analyses of economic effectiveness. There has been a significant focus on the placebo effect, including patient expectations and beliefs. For example, a cost-effectiveness analysis inferred that acupuncture, in the management of persistent nonspecific LBP, seemed to be cost-effective in the longer term. A study concerning the treatment reactions of patients in an LBP trial showed that most patients reported relaxation and a willingness to try acupuncture again. However, TCM diagnoses and treatments for patients with chronic LBP are diverse, and this has emphasized the importance of developing treatments that are considered credible by expert acupuncturists. The development trends in the applications of acupuncture for LBP, as revealed by the hot topics and research frontiers discussed in this study, may help researchers to identify new directions with renewed focus.

In conclusion, this study provides an insight into acupuncture for LBP and valuable information for acupuncture researchers to identify new perspectives concerning potential collaborators and cooperative institutions, hot topics, and research frontiers.
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